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Governing Board Communication  Agenda Item C-1 

TO: MERA Governing Board 

FROM: Todd Williams - Operations Officer 

SUBJECT: MERA System Operations Update – September 2022 

MERA System August Maintenance 

September 2022, the Telecommunications Division provided the 

following support to MERA: 

Dollar Hill – Generator transition panel circuitry failure 

after PG&E scheduled outage. 3rd party contractor Leete 

Generators tested and reset power panel settings (site is now 

operationally good).  

o PG&E scheduled a power outage in the vicinity of Dollar Hill on 20

September 2022.

o The Dollar Hill generator fail to properly switch over from PG&E

power to generator power due to a transitional panel circuitry switch

failure (Error message displayed “RunRelCil Shutdown”). The generator

did default to battery power; however, battery power eventually

depleted bringing down the entire site due the generator inability to

start up automatically to support the power grid.

o The Dollar Hill site did go down for a couple hours; however, most

local areas had redundancy in coverage. Unfortunately, some users on

the outskirts did experience intermittent RF loss for a couple hours.

o The Marin County Fleet Division (generator specialist) was deployed

upon outage notification. Upon arrival the generator was manually

restarted but they were unable to correct the transitional panel

circuitry switch fault discrepancy.

o The generator continued to run manually until the system was

professionally checked; furthermore, the entire power system was

monitored every 8 hours by the Radio Shop and a Fleet generator

mechanic even over the weekend and after PG&E restored power.

o Leete Generators deployed on Monday 25 September to conduct a

thorough test, power synopsis and reset the transitional panel

circuitry. Currently the transitional panel circuitry switch is

performing properly without faults.
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Sonoma County – Bayhill MERA microwave site path issues. The Radio Shop 

adjusted all the microwave dishes and replaced Avait component hardware to 

correct issue.  

o There have been continuously intermittent coverage vulnerabilities

between the Sonoma Site and Bayhill for a couple months. The microwave

path between Big Rock and the Sonoma site ultimately was the root cause

of the issue, the RF signal path readings were good; however, data

traffic was either intermittent or nonexistent.

o Trouble shooting procedures include adjusting all the lower dish and

upper dishes and replacing Aviat Microwave hardware.

o After continuously switching out hardware, dish realignment, and

rebooting the microwave the site came back up completely “without

faults”. Since there was so much switching out of equipment, it was

undetermined what equipment swap out fixed the problem upon rebooting

the network multiple times.

o The sites and path appear to be fully operational with no issues since

the interventions were completed.
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